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Figure 1: Experiment workflow. After being annotated with typographic attributes, text snippets were exported as HD pictures. Participants
helped us to evaluate the perceptual granularity of typographic attributes, by classifying the snippets, using a online collaboration platform.

Abstract
Text is one of the most commonly used ways to transmit information. It is widely used in various visualizations and determines
our understanding of the presented content. The information density of text can be enhanced by visualizing data in typographic
attributes, such as font weight, letter spacing, or oblique angle. To increase information density the furthest, without the
visualization losing performance or effectiveness, the perceivable granularity of the typographic attributes needs to be known. In
an empirical experiment, the number of distinguishable levels in typographic attributes and the effects of changing the associated
font size or facilitating multivariate encoding are assessed. Findings facilitate designing information-dense typographic
visualizations without decreasing their performance or effectiveness.

1. Introduction
Data visualization is an interdisciplinary field that deals with trans-
forming data into visual representations. An essential part of many
of these visualizations is text. While text has mainly been separated
out of visualizations [Bra20], text is capable of encoding data be-
yond the literal text. Utilizing these capabilities can yield more ef-
fective, more easily readable [Bei12, Bei09], and more information-
dense visualizations.
Text can encode non-literal data by altering attributes associated with
the typographic design space. These typographic attributes [AH06]
include, amongst others:
• Font Weight (FW), refers to the stroke’s thickness of letters.
• Oblique Angle (OA) refers to sloping text without modifying the

letterforms.
• S p a c i n g (SP) modifies the horizontal gap between letters.
An appropriate visual encoding must be chosen to facilitate an ad-
vantageous data encoding into typographic attributes. This requires
two key factors to be considered [SI11]: The natural order of a typo-
graphic attribute and the attribute’s perceptual granularity. Percep-
tual granularity refers to how many distinct values of an attribute
the user can meaningfully distinguish.

Addressing these requirements, we designed a study to evaluate

the perceivable granularity of the typographic attributes mentioned
above. Further, since multiple factors influence the number of dis-
tinguishable levels in a typographic attribute, we also investigated
the influence of font size and multivariate encoding.

Typography, as a visualization technique, has been mostly ne-
glected in the past decades, and thus knowledge about associated
typographic attributes is limited. Our research is thus motivated by
the pressing need to increase knowledge about text-associated visu-
alization techniques, yielding more effective visualizations for text
analysis. Concrete examples range from improving cartography on
mobile devices [DRC16] to improving science notations, from cre-
ating more versatile code editors to more sophisticated graphical
design and advertising.
Contributions – This paper makes the following contributions in
the domain of visualizing data with text: (1) studying the perceptual
granularity of the typographic attributes’ FW, OA, and SP, evaluat-
ing existing theories on the attributes’ perceptual granularity experi-
mentally. In addition, we examine the (2) influence of font size on
the perceptual granularity of typographic attributes. The impact of
(3) combining typographic attributes is investigated as well. Further,
we provide best practices for utilizing typographic attributes for en-
coding data, refining and complementing existing guides [SOK∗15].
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2. Background, Related Work, and Problem Characterization

R. Brath [BB16] systematically explores and expands the design
space of text visualizations. He provides a ranked overview of font-
specific visual attributes, giving rough, theoretical estimates of the
attributes’ perceptual granularity. Our paper backs up or disproves
these estimates with experimental evaluations. We extend his work
further by considering the influence of font size on the perceptual
granularity of typographic attributes.

Furthermore, C. Ware [War04] discusses the separability of vi-
sual variables and indicates combinations that are more easily per-
ceptually separable or perceived as together (i.e. integral). In our
paper, we examine the performance of typographic attributes used
in multivariate visualizations, which allows us to evaluate the sepa-
rability of the typographic attributes.

A challenge in visualization is to find the proper encoding for the
data it represents; errors in choosing proper encodings are the most
common [FJ10]. Steele and Iliinsky [SI11] state that a key factor for
selecting a suitable visual encoding for an attribute is the number
of distinguishable levels. This work is thus designed to examine the
perceivable granularities of typographic attributes deeper. We pro-
vide proper usage recommendations for three typographic attributes
at specific sizes and in multivariate usage scenarios.
Concepts and Terminology – In the scope of this paper, we define
lower and upper bounds of typographic attributes as follows. For
FW, we oriented ourselves on the CSS Fonts Level 4 specification,
stating that the attribute FW ranges from 1 to 1000 [Big19]. There
are, however, no proper standardized limitations for oblique angles.
Modern fonts typically use slopes of up to 20 degrees. After investi-
gating fonts in historical documents, which may be much steeper
in slope, we decided the range to be -45 to 45 degrees. For spacing,
the lower bound evaluates to 0 mm. Smaller values lead to overlap-
ping characters, compromising the font’s legibility. For readability
reasons, we set the upper bound to be 10 mm.
Research Question and Hypotheses – In this paper, we strive to
answer the following research question: “What is the perceptual
granularity of the typographic attributes FW, OA, and SP, and how
does increasing the font size and the utilization of multivariate
encoding affects the number of distinguishable levels?”

In particular, we aim to investigate the following hypotheses:
(H1) Influence of font size: There is a significant positive relationship

between font size and the perceptual granularity of FW, OA, and
SP [HHMB12].

(H2) Perceptual granularity: According to the suitability of typo-
graphic attributes [Bra20], FW should have a higher perceptual
granularity than OA. Based on the suitability for encoding data of
the visual channels used by typographic encoding [SI11, Bra15],
SP should have the highest number of distinguishable values.

(H3) Multivariate typographic visualizations: The effectiveness of
typographic encoding deteriorates when the number of encoded
values increases [Bri04]. Accordingly, the perceptual granularity
of typographic attributes should decrease when used in multivari-
ate visualizations.

3. Experimental Evaluation: User Study Setup
We conducted a quantitative within-subject user study to evaluate
the problem stated above. Since boundaries for minimum and maxi-
mum values of typographic attributes’ are difficult to determine, we

designed the study to investigate the minimal distance between the
attribute levels that can be meaningfully distinguished, called per-
ceptual granularity distance, short PGD. After describing the study
setup, we discuss its results and corresponding insights.
Methodology – Due to COVID-19-related restrictions, the study
has been conducted online using the visual collaboration platform
MIRO [Khu11]. MIRO was chosen because it facilitates the embed-
ding of HD pictures and a collaborative real-time modification in
a visual workspace. Since MIRO can sort trial templates, and due
to the facilitator and the participant being in direct contact using
ZOOM with screen share, proper remote guidance of the participant
through the experiment was possible.

We conducted 16 three and a half hour sessions, in which the par-
ticipants helped us evaluate the perceptual granularity distance of
typographic attributes. Each session was divided into six parts. In
the first 15 minutes, after welcoming the participant, we conducted
a training. After ensuring the participant understood the basic MIRO
controls and typographic attributes, we conducted four 40-minute
sessions. The duration assigned to the sessions allowed for appropri-
ately long breaks, compensating for fatigue effects. These sessions
included 36 trials in which the participant classified and ordered
levels of granularity of typographically modified text snippets. The
difference distance between levels has been varied, see Table 1:

TA Abbr. Prefix CSS-Attr. Level dist.
FW FW_PGD font-weight 300,160,100,70
OA OA_PGD -moz-transform 15°, 11°, 9°
SP SP_PGD letter-spacing (mm) 0.9, 0.6, 0.3

Table 1: Typographic Attributes examined, their abbreviations, the
css-attributes modified and the difference between levels used.

Each case above has been conducted for the font sizes 12, 20,
and 28 px (2.5, 4.125, and 5.75 mm). The font sizes were selected
based on their popularity, with 12 px being the most commonly
used font size for text bodies [Eil22] and 20 px being the most com-
monly used font size for headlines [Mar09]. By extrapolation, 28 px
was obtained, marking the upper bound limit for often used font
sizes [Mar09]. The variable font used is Raleway, designed by Matt
McInerney [MIF16]. The multivariate part of our experiment was
conducted with a font size of 20 px. Each possible bivariate com-
bination of FW_PGD300, OA_PGD15, and AP_PGD.9 was com-
bined and existed twice. The resulting utterances were exported as
HD pictures and embedded into MIRO so that zooming in was only
possible to a limited degree. This assured that, with the maximum
zoom applied, the above-stated sizes were not exceeded. The clas-
sification process was facilitated by using templates similar to Fig-
ure 1. For each trial, we measured the time taken, the number of
classification errors, and the score of a modified version of an un-
weighted NASA TLX [CCPE09]. After the experiment, the classifi-
cation errors were measured by counting the wrongly classified text
snippets, which were placed in an incorrect box. The NASA TLX
was chosen for its ease of use, reliable sensitivity, and suitability for
measuring a subjective workload assessment.
Datasets and Controls – To ensure the validity and reliability of
our online-study, we varied the content and content length of the
text snippets. To hamper the classification of text snippets based on
features we do not want to examine and to reflect the majority of
use cases regarding linguistic features, the content length was as
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(a) Font Weight (b) Oblique Angle (c) Spacing
Figure 2: Study Results, depicting the number of size-dependent classification errors. Thin lines correspond to a single participant and PGD.
Thick lines display the population average. Note, that axis scales are nonidentical; thus, the error rate of 6 is highlighted to ease comparability.

long as small utterances. Since the training session included the text
snippets, the participant was familiar with their content, limiting it
as a confounding factor. We further randomized the granularity level
applied to the text snippets and the order in which text blocks were
added to the text block container (green box in Figure 1), short TBC.
This is only restricted such that each level needs to be present at least
once. The sequence in which the different cases have been evaluated
has also been randomized to compensate for learning effects. Screen
size and resolution were restricted to 24 inches (0.61 m) and at least
1920×1080 pixels. A good working mouse was a prerequisite.
Participants – The 16 participants in our study, out of which six
were female, were aged above 20 and below 28 years (∅24.7 years)
and had to be fluent in English. Visual impairments had to be cor-
rected back to normal. None of them had experience with MIRO or
the perceptual granularity of typographic attributes. All participants
work with a PC regularly (∅ 3.1 hours per day).
Tasks – Based on our problem description, the task was to classify
and sort 22 text blocks formulated in English and modified accord-
ing to the independent variables of font size, granularity, and com-
bination of typographic attributes, from the TBC section into the
Sorted Classification Area, short SCA (orange boxes in Figure 1).
This ranking task allowed us, as opposed to other methods (e.g.,
staircase-method [Cor62]), to present the participant with stimuli
in an unordered way, reducing distress when judgments become
complex. For the multivariate classification, the contained text snip-
pets were non-redundantly and independently annotated with two
typographic attributes. To support the result comparability, each bi-
variate combination existed twice as an individual template, each of
which had to be sorted based on only one of the attributes.
4. Experimental Evaluation: User Study Results
Using the boundaries from section 2 and taking the effective PGDs
into account, the corresponding perceptual granularity can be deter-
mined. Conducting the experiment yielded the following results.
Font Weight – As depicted in Figure 2a, increasing font size helps
in reducing the classification error rate
for different perceptual granularity lev-
els of FW. For every perceptual granu-
larity investigated, increasing the font
size entails a decrease in the error
rate, faster task completion time, and
a lower perceived workload. Based on
the Weber-Fechner laws [Hec24], both
relating to human perception, the rela-

tionship between stimulus and perception is logarithmic. Applied
to our FW study, if the distance between levels of the stimulus is
reduced, error rates should rise in an exponential manner. The side-
figure maps the error rate onto a logarithmic scale, allowing this ef-
fect to be easily observed. According to our study results, at a 28 px
font size, a distance of 100 between the attribute levels can be ef-
fectively distinguished (see Figure 2a). Considering the lower and
upper bound of FW, ten levels can be used at a 28 px font size. More
than ten levels are not a valid option due to the decrease in effective-
ness and efficiency and increased workload. Consequently, a differ-
ence of 100 in the CSS-property "font-weight" is the limit. However,
the common usage of only four equally spaced levels is justified.
Due to its shallow error rate, especially for small font sizes, using
four FWs is a broadly applicable perceptual granularity. However,
more granular depictions are a more complex but beneficial option.
Oblique Angle – The perceptual granularity of OA behaves differ-
ently. While increasing the font size improved the efficiency and ef-
fectiveness of FW, increasing the font size for OA improves its per-
formance only to a specific granularity-dependent size before it de-
teriorates or does not improve further. After reaching that font size,
no significant increase in performance can be observed. The smaller
the angle difference, the bigger the font size must be to reach the
point where no significant increase is observed.

As depicted in Figure 2b, angle differences around nine degrees
(OA_PGD9) are very error-prone for font sizes up to 28 px, render-
ing its usage ineffective when ordered with 12 degrees. Differences
of 12 and 15 degrees reach their plateau at a font size of around
20 px. Amplifying font size further does not increase performance.
Spacing – Opposed to the findings discussed above, the typographic
attribute SP behaves, regarding H1, contrary to FW. Increasing the
font size worsens the extent to which the participants can distinguish
spacing versions (see Figure 2c). Small font sizes are better suited to
distinguish more levels of perceptual granularity. Differences below
0.9 mm between the spacing levels are not effective.
Multivariate Encoding – Table 2 depicts the relative change of per-
formance regarding the identification of granularity classes of an
attribute in a use case of multivariate encoding towards a use case
of univariate encoding. Advantageous changes, such as a reduction
in the task completion time, perceived workload, or average error
frequency, are emphasized using blue color variations, and disad-
vantageous changes are emphasized using red color variations. The
saturation level corresponds to the extent of the relative performance
change:
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Time TLX Error Time TLX Error

FW+OA F W + S P
FW 29.47 15.87 0 70.14 73.85 0

OA+FW O A + S P
OA 14.37 79.87 478.4 10.17 105.91 3580

S P + F W S P + O A
SP 17.29 23.68 304.6 27.81 22.18 554.86

Table 2: Effectiveness change (in %), comparing effectiveness of
typographic attributes in bivariate versus univariate encodings.

Multivariate encoding increases the information density of typo-
graphic visualizations. However, the excessive coverage of red and
the absence of the blue color range in Table 2 indicates that using
multiple typographic attributes in the same spatial dimension does
dramatically worsen the effectiveness and efficiency of multivariate
typographic visualizations. Apart from small increases in perceived
workload and time taken to complete the task, FW is little affected,
at least for low granularities. OA and SP perform worse when used
in multivariate typographic encoding. The effectiveness of both OA
and SP are way worse when combined with SP, respectively OA, as
opposed to combining them with FW.

5. Discussion and User Study Interpretation
Based on the observations made, after interpreting the results and
explaining occurring phenomena, we supplement and enhance exist-
ing guides for the usage of typographic attributes.
Lessons Learned – As results have shown, the perceptual granular-
ity heavily depends on the font size used. Opposed to H1, increasing
font size has, depending on the typographic attribute used, a varying
influence on the perception of perceptual granularity levels.

The negative influence of increasing the font size on SP can be
explained by our usage of absolute distances, whose relative spac-
ing width decreases compared to in-word lengths, thus decreasing
in significance. The initially positive influence of font size increases
on OA is explained by increasing the visibility of associated an-
gles. The following decrease in performance, when increasing size
further, can be explained by influencing factors such as increased
arm lengths, perceived angles, or the reduced number of letters vis-
ible in parafoveal vision. According to Wenderroth et al. [WJ84],
the angle’s arm lengths distort the angle perception, compounding
the effectiveness of increasing font size. Also, at larger sizes, there
are fewer letters in the area of parafoveal vision. Thus, there may
be more scanning required to identify letters with long stems (e.g.
b,q,k), which are more significant for judging angle, than rounded
letters with no stems (e.g. e,c), and with increased scanning, the
time and errors may increase. The advantageous effects on FW of
increasing font size result from the increasing distances between sin-
gle levels of perceptual granularity, both in the widths of the letter
strokes and the intensity of utterances.

Results show that classification tasks of a single typographic at-
tribute in a multivariate visualization generally yield less effective
encoding compared to univariate visualization, confirming our hy-
pothesis H3. Opposed to FW, both OA and SP are perceived holis-
tically [Gar74] and are thus hard to decode from combined visual
variables. However, our participants could make separate and con-
crete judgments about FW. The attribute can still be perceptually
distinguished in multivariate visualizations. We thus assign FW to
the separable and both SP and OA to integral dimension [War04].

The number of perceptual granularity levels used needs to be

adapted to the font size used to create a compelling visualization.
Best Practices – Extending the ranked overview of font-specific vi-
sual attributes [Bra20, Bra15] and the guide of Steele and Iliinsky et
al. [SI11] towards typographic attributes, the following recommen-
dations towards the perceptual granularity can be made:

For FW, for font sizes smaller than 20 px, the cardinality of the
perceptual granularity evaluates to four. For 20 px or higher, up to
ten levels can be used. Regarding OA, we suggest not using more
than seven levels and suggest checking readability of steeper slopes
for the target task. Font size should be chosen big enough, such that
readability and a clear visualization are not compromised, but not
too big, such that performance suffers. A difference below 0.9 mm
between the distinct levels should not be used for SP. Font sizes
used for SP, at least for absolute values, should be chosen as small
as possible without interfering with readability. Considering our
boundaries, discussed in section 2, we come up with up to 11 levels.
Our results confirm our hypothesis H2, and further specify the work
by Brath [BB16], who derived two to nine levels for FW and two to
five levels for OA. We extended the work with estimates for SP.

Regarding its effectiveness, FW is a strong perceptual [BB14] cue
and also highly separable. Thus, if one needs only one typographic
attribute, encode the variables using FW. Further assignments are
an open question, with the decision depending on multiple factors.
Limitations – The cardinality of a typographic attribute’s percep-
tual granularity heavily depends on the lower and upper bounds of
the respective attribute. These bounds were determined based on his-
torical usages, CSS-attribute boundaries, and legibility issues, miss-
ing experimental validation. Further, the presented results on the
perceptual granularity of typographic attributes heavily depend on
the controlled conditions of our online experiment. A variety of con-
ditions,such as display types [SSZH05], screen resolution [Wil03],
different pixel rendering techniques [RE18,FE15,MS12,Big19], dif-
ferent text constraints [BGN08,BBK∗18] based on close- or distant-
reading views, and font type used, may influence the correspond-
ing cardinality for real-world use cases drastically. Additionally, we
only evaluated a subset of the entirety of typographic attributes.
Future Work – To increase the applicability of our results,
boundaries of typographic attributes should be assessed experi-
mentally, such that the readability [Bur49] and the legibility at-
a-glance [SDCR20] of text are not impaired. Assessing legibil-
ity issues will allow us to determine the point of "critical letter-
spacing" [Big19] of different font types as well as extend the cur-
rent research around the legibility of oblique angles, which is often
limited to italic [Big19]. We further consider expanding the study
onto other typographic variables, font sizes, and font types. Since
font types affect low vision reading [Leg06], we plan to assess the
effects of different font types and low vision on the perceived per-
ceptual granularity. Considering the small number of participants,
this study will be re-conducted on a larger scale.
6. Conclusion
Finding the proper encoding for data is a very error-prone steps in
designing data visualizations. Facilitating the correct choice, we con-
ducted a study examining the perceptual granularity of typographic
attributes and the corresponding effects of font size and multivariate
data encoding. As a result, we confirm prior theoretical findings, dis-
cover new properties of typographic attributes regarding font size,
and provide best practices for using typographic attributes.
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